We extend variational techniques previously described to study the two-dimensional massless free fermion field and the Thirring model on a spatial lattice, The iterative block spin procedure of constructing an effective lattice Hamiltonian, starting ,by dissecting the lattice into Z-site blocks, is shown to be successful in producing results known for the continuum Thirring model.
INTRODUCTION
I,n this paper we continue the development and application of techniques for finding the ground state and spectrum of low-lying physical states of field theories without recourse to either weak or strong coupling expansioas. Following our earlier papers 1 we study lattice Hamiltonians by means of a constructive variational procedure. The methods, which in our preceding paper (Paper III) were described and applied to free field theory of bosons in oae space dimension and to the one-dimensional Ising model with a transverse applied mag.netic field, are now applied to two fermion theories in lx -It dimensions: massless free 2-5 fermions and the Thirring .model. Our aim in this paper is to demonstrate that these methods are easily applied to fermion theories and that our simple constructive approach reproduces results known to hold in soluble continuum models.
Our fundamental approach to the study of these models is the same as in Paper III. Namely, we dissect the lattice into blocks containing a few sites which are coupled together via the gradient terms in the Hamiltoaian.
The Hamiltonian for the resulting few-degree of freedom problem is diagonalized and the degrees of freedom "thinned" by keeping only an appropriate set of low-lying states. We then construct an effective Hamiltonian by computing the matrix elements of the original Hamiltonian in the space of states spanned by the lowest energy eigenstates in each block. The process is then repeated for our new effective Hamiltonian. At each step, the coupling parameters of the effective Hamiltonian change and the procedure is repeated until we enter either a very weak or very strong coupling regime.
The specific features of these models which make them interesting are that (i) for the first time one must study the behavior of the first order gradient term which we introduced for fermion theories' in order to avoid doubling of states and preserve chiral symmetry, and (ii) the wave function renormalization, Z2, in the Thirring model vanishes when the coupling strength exceeds a finite value^gcr N 1.1, even in the presence of a cutoff. We also analyze the lattice theory's Schwinger term and establish correspondence with the continuum theory,
As we show, our general procedure leads to the conclusion that there is a finite value of the coupling strength gcr such that for g < gcr one only needs to study the general properties of the massless fermion theory. On the other hand, for g > gcry we are driven to study the theory of the Heisenberg anti-ferromagnet, which is also a theory with massless low lying excitations.
In particular this analysis confirms a co.njecture made in Paper II to the effect that the spectrum of the strong coupling limit of our lattice Thirring model is that of the Heisenberg anti-ferromagnet with nearest neighbor interactions even though the gradient appropriate to a fermion theory on the lattice includes long range couplings. In addition to these results we show in the appendix that the operator expression for the Schwinger term becomes, in the infinite volume limit, the ground state expectation value of the kinetic energy density divided by the square of the wave function renormalization constant Z,(g).
II. GENERAL METHOD APPLIED TO FREE FIELD THEORY
To fix notation and illustrate our general method as well as its aCCuraCY, we construct the ground state and lowest lying excited states of fermion theory. The free massless lattice Hamiltonian is (see The Hamiltonian (2,l) is also invariant under three discrete symmetry operations D Two are unitary, and analogous to P and C, and one is anti-unitary corresponding to time reversal 8. We define them as follows: Note that this problem shares one feature in common with the Ising calculation:
there are only a finite number of states associated with each lattice site. In this case for each lattice site there are four basis states, summarized in Table I .
The transformation properties of these states under P, C, and 0 are given once we adopt the conventions C IOj> =i Iij> ' l"j> = I*j> and 8 I"j> = l'j' (2.7)
Note that these conventions imply P I+j> =-l+j> P l-j> = I-j> Also, it follows from Eq. (2,7) that C I+j> =i l-j>
In particular, fermions and antifermions have opposite intrinsic parity as usual.
Our purpose in this section is to study the free fermion model in order to establish the notation and methods to be used in the discussion of the Thirring model. For this reason, the calculation will be done in a way which is more cumbersome than it needs to be for this simple case. Aside from matters of notation, we will illustrate the fact that although 6' (j, -j,) is non-vanishing for all j, # j,, it is not more difficult to work with than a gradient term expressed simply as the difference of fields at neighboring sites.
To begin our iterative procedure, we dissect the lattice into 3-site blocks.
We write H=x HP+ c Hpp~ P P'#P i ~'(cY -01') (b& bpo, -die dplY, ,I (2.8) where now p specifies the block and a! = -1, 0, 1 to specify a site within a block. Each single-block HP operates only oa that factor of the product basis -7-which pertains to block p, and is diagonal otherwise, ye choose to use three-site rather than two-site blocks when dealing with fermions so that the lowest eigenstates of the block Hamiltonian will have the same quantum numbers for Q and Q5 that are displayed for single sites in Table I , as will be clear immediately.
Our simple algorithm for "thinning" our space of states will be to first solve the 4" = 64 degree of freedom problem, which can be done very simply by grouping the states in the different (Q, Q,)
sectors which do not mix. We anticipate that the block states of lowest energy will be in the (Q = 0; Q5 = -1, +l) sectors, degenerate by C symmetry, and we namethem lop> and lhp> , respectively, in analogy with the single-site states of like quantum numbers. (That these are indeed the lowest block eigenstates is verified in all cases by explicit computation. ) However, when we apply H PP' between two blocks, it is apparent that it has no matrix element between lop> a+.d I *p> ; the charge-selection rule governing bj and dj indicates that we have to keep (Q = +l, -1; Q5 = 0) states in order to have non-zero blockblock coupling. We call these I +p > and I -p > ; again, they are degenerate.
Since these four sectors are the sectors of greatest degeneracy, they are generally those containing the lowest eigenlevels for the three-site problem.
To be specific, let us consider the 20 states in the Q = 0 sector of the threesite problem. These are listed in Table II along with the states into which they transform under iCP (note (iC,P)2 = 1). The notation used is an obvious generalization of that in Table I : the creation operators appear in an order fro-m left to right corresponding to the ordering of the sites in the lattice, and at each site the bt is to the left of df; thus for the block p I-* +>p = d;p-l b;pd;pb;p+l 1 OOO>p
Under C, P, and 8 these states will have transformation properties derive&from (2.7); viz. , starting from the (Q = 0, QS = -3) sector, C 1000>p= -i I ***>p P looo>p= I%**> P 0 looo>p= looo>p (2.10) As a general rule, the overall phases to be introduced in the (Q = 0, Q5 = f 1) and (&=*I, Q,=O) sectors as we proceed will be such that the phase convention (2.7) will hold for the lowest -lying block states (with 10j > replaced by lop>, etc D ) 0 We do this because we wish to identify the new block states in these sections with the original single site ones so that the only thing changing in the iteration is the Hamiltonian itself.
Of the nine states in the Q5 = -1 sector, six combinations that are even under iCP and three that are odd can be formed. The lowest eigenstate of the threesite Hamiltonian is evea and can be written as follows: Of course, this time the gradient is given in terms of a new function
which is readily calculated using (2.11) -(2.14) and the definition (2.1) of Table IV compares the first few terms of 6' (j) to A, (j). It is evident from the table that in a single iteration, the strength of the gradient is decreased by almost a factor of two and the second nearest neighbor term is suppressed by "N 30% relative to the nearest neighbor one. Continuing this process, we find that, aside from the fact that the gradient's overall scale keeps dropping by a factor z 8/15, An(j) rapidly converges to a fixed form.
One can approximately carry out the iteration procedure analytically by setting An(2)/An(l) = -l/2 = 6' (2)/ 6 ' (l), in order to estimate the ground state energy. 3) . , Since the added potential term commutes with Q and Q,, we again choose the site basis in Table I used for the massless free fermion theory. The discrete symmetries C, P, and 0 of (2.4) -(2.7) are again useful for classifying states.
proceeding as in Section II, we divide the lattice into blocks of three sites, and rewrite the Hamiltonian divided into single-block and block-block terms H =x HP +c Hpp, P PZP'
The plan is again to diagonalize the single-block terms exactly, to truncate the Hilbert space to the lowest few eigenstates, and to rewrite the block-block coupling term in terms of operators which are confined to the truncated space.
The exlumeration of block states and the block diagonalization of HP according to Q and Q5 go through as for the free field, and oace more we choose the lowest eigenstates I Op > , I +p > , I-p > , and I *p > and define BP and DpO Instead it expresses a non-linear Bogoliubov transformation which forces these operators to take on their most general forms in the next iteration. -D+ P [ -A* (P-P') Qgp Q2,,,* B(P-P') Q; Q"sp,
-B*(P,-P') QEp Qf,+ A (P -p')Q; Q;, Dp, I We are now faced with the prospect of iterating (that is, blocking and truncating) this operator as a kinetic energy term in the Hamiltonian. It is clear that the generality of (3,4) precludes any further change in form in the truncated subspace to which we have restricted ourselves.
In the second iteration, we treat our former blocks as "sites" and group them into (super)blocks as in the free field theory. After diagonalizing, we will need matrix elements such as (letting 01 index a "site" within "block" p) Indeed, use of C and P symmetries shows these to be the only independent matrix elements. Then the newly truncated H PP' takes the form (3 ., 4) with new A(p) and B(p) given by a generalization of (3. VIZ. , iX,n(p) = B,(P) and i Zn (P) = Bi (P) -Ai (P).
In this way our Hamiltonian (3.2)) with generalized kinetic term (3,4), takes on the same form when blocked and truncated, subject to an energy shift and a change in the value of g and in the form of the "gradient functions" A(j) and B(j). We iterate this procedure until one of three limits is reached:
(a) Xn and Zn + ~0 relative to gnO The resulting gradient functions must then ha compared to those resulting from the free field (where g = 0 to begin with) 0 More on this later.
(b) X, and Z n -0 relative to gnO This, the "strong coupling limit, " 11 is the Heisenberg antiferromagnet as discussed in Paper II, and the limiting form of the gradient functions before they go to zero must be examined to determine the degeneracy-breaking of the ground state.
(c) Xn and Zn approach a fixed form, and a fixed ratio with respect to gnO
In this case the dynamics at large scales remain complicated.
We have thus far applied our procedure of successively truncating the Hilbert space to compute the general form of the Hamiltonian. We may also apply this procedure to any other operator by computing its matrix elements between the states retained in each step of truncation, An example which will be useful , cannot be constructed past this point.
V. CALCULATION
Lp. this section, we present the calculational details necessary to understand how we numerically carry out and interpret the results of our iterative "renormalizatioa group" procedure for the lattice Thirring model. We find that the picture emerging from our truncation procedure and the resulting equations (3.3) -(3.9) is consistent with the continuum model in that there is a finite critical value g cr = 1.108'7 such for g < gcr the theory has no mass gap; for g > gcr the cutoff lattice theory cannot be multiplicatively renormalized in the usual fashion.
The lattice theory still exists for g > go, . in fact, for this region its behavior seems entirely sensible and is precisely as described in Paper II-i. e. , for g > gor we are driven to the strong coupling limit which corresponds to a Heisenberg antiferromagnetic chain with nearest neighbor interactions. As was discussed in
Paper II, this theory possesses a massless excitation spectrum as first proved 46 years ago by Bethe. 13 For g > gcr, however, the single particle operator JTJ / d x $ (x) fails to create any finite energy states from the vacuum. In fact, the excitations of unit charge are found to lie an energy -gA above the ground state. This result shows that for a certain region of the parameter g the.particles
and low-lying excitation spectra found in finite cutoff lattice theories are not simply related to the fundamental field introduced in the starting Lagrangian and
Hamiltonian.
In order to describe more fully how we carry out the numerical solution, we recall that the generic form of the Hamiltonian obtained after n iterations will be as givea in Eq. where 'as' stands for asymptotic fit to large 'j', and compute the real coefficients (ii) The value of Xn( 1) since it proves convenient for numerical reasons to redefine Hn = Xn(l)x%,, where the shortest range part of the gradient term in ,;cpn is chosen to be normalized to the starting function S'(j).
(iii) g eff is the value of g,/ I Xnc 1) I and so, for example, 'geff -0 implies that up to an overall scale factor the theory is being driven to a theory with no quartic single site interactions.
(iv) X norm(j) gives the first five values of X,(j) X(W), + tWn) /XnU) XX: (j) (5. 3)
The values of Z,(j) stay small for all initial values of g and iterate to zero relative to X,(j) so that we do not bother to display them here. The result of our renormalization group calculation of this ratio is shown in Fig. 2 . Note that it vanishes for g 1 gcr, the point dividing the two regions in which the Hamiltonian Hn iterates to very different forms, When g< gcr, Hn converges to the same fixed form that the free g = 0 Hamiltonian iterates to, whereas for g > gcr it iterates to the very different form in which the ch_harged fermions move high up to mass m gA and fail to propagate. This breakd0w.n of multiplicative renormalization and the concomitant loss of the charged degrees of freedom from the finite mass spectrum is interesting in that it seems to occur in several types of lattice theories for appropriate values of coupling constant. Presumably if there is a qualitative difference between nonAbelian gauge theories, to which we look for an explanation of quark confinement, and these non-gauge models, it will be that for the gauge theories whenever g # 0 we will lose the simple multiplicative renormalization procedure and, with it, propagating free fermion (quark) states. 14
CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that our iterative procedure of constructing an effective
Hamiltonian on the lattice can be readily applied to fermion problems and is suc- is the kinetic energy term in the Hamiltonian. This result is independent of the specific form of the quartic interaction terms which are softer at short distances,
1. e. , the same result (A. 11) follows from prescriptions for defining the Thirring model on a lattice in terms of a quartic potential term free of TJmkhpps 0-r of a charge density defined by constructing p (x) by the operation (A,4) on the bilinear f Xj Xj ' We must now verify that in the limit L .+ 00, (A. 12) becomes a c-number equation. We readily verify this by expressing T in a momentum basis and recognizing its content:
The only term in (A. 13) proportional to volume L is the zero point energy since all excitations are finite, Note, for the case g = 0, H = T and since we know the ground state of the system, we find with a non-locality resulting from the kmax = XA cut off.
16. "Renormalized" in the definition (4.1) means after rendering the products finite, and before wave function renormalization. Table II . Three-site basis states, Q = 0 sector 0 Table III . Three-site basis states, Q = 1 sector. Table IV . A comparison of the free field gradient functions before (6') and after (A,) the first iteration. 
